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The DFT: What was it? Why are we talking about it?
• A process, defined in policy, for the speedy processing of asylum claims
whilst the asylum applicant remained in detention.

• Dates back to 2000. Suspended July 2015 in face of multiple challenges.
• Never reinstated.
• Legal controversies continue: TN (Vietnam) heard in SC earlier this week

The DFT: What was it? Why are we talking about it?
• Why are we talking about a process that ended 5+ years ago? Two reasons:
1. Ongoing relevance to immigration advice:
• Applicants still in UK pursuing (or wishing to pursue) protection claims
• Applicants removed potentially entitled to be brought back
2. False imprisonment claims for those who were detained in the DFT

The DFT in outline
• In its most recent form, defined in two policy documents:
– Detained Fast Track Processes (v6.0, 14 October 2014) (previously, DFT
& DNSA – Intake Selection (AIU Instruction))
– Detained Fast Track Processes – Timetable Flexibility (v2.0, January
2012)
– If you are considering older cases, some archival detective work
necessary to track down relevant version of policy

The DFT in outline
• For a case to be routed into the DFT, the SSHD had to satisfy her/himself:
– That the claim was suitable for the DFT:
• A “quick decision” was possible (around 10-14 days)
• Quick decision means a quick decision that is fair and sustainable (JB (Jamaica) v
SSHD [2014] 1 WLR 836)
• Policy guidance on factors weighing for/ against a quick decision being possible
– That the applicant was suitable for the DFT:
• “Suitability Exclusion Criteria” in Detained Fast Track Processes, intended to ensure
vulnerable individuals were not routed into the DFT: pregnancy, physical and mental
illness, trafficking victims (positive RG decision), those where there is evidence of
torture, etc.

The DFT in outline
• Decision to route into DFT based on information gleaned at Screening Interview stage (but
case could be removed from DFT if later apparent that unsuitable).
• Officials required to ask sufficient questions at the screening stage to reach a sustainable
decision on the suitability of a case for the DFT. Sufficient does not mean detailed, but
should traverse, as a minimum:
– Factual and legal basis of the claim in sufficient detail to give a sense of its complexity
– Existing and potential corroborative evidence including documentary evidence, and e.g.
potential witnesses, medical evidence, etc
– Need for, and timescales for, translation

• Claims which turn on corroborative evidence from external sources which cannot be
obtained within the relevant timescale may be unsuitable. Paradigm case is JB (Jamaica).

The Detention Action cases
• DFT brought down by challenges made by Detention Action. For present
purposes, sufficient to note:

– Detention Action v SSHD [2014] EWHC 2245 (Admin) (Ouseley J) (‘DA1’);
multiple flaws identified in the DFT. Those shortcomings required the early
instruction of lawyers. They delays in applicants being able to instruct
lawyers meant the system as a whole gave rise to an unacceptable risk of
unfairness, and so was unlawful. Relief limited to a declaration as to the
position at the date of judgment (DA2, upheld on appeal, DA3). Findings
on specific shortcomings of value in individual cases.

The Detention Action cases

• Detention Action v SSHD [2014] EWCA Civ 1634 (DA4): Lack of clarity as to
whether detention post-decision, pending appeal, was governed by the DFT
policy (v5.0, June 2013) meant that detention was unlawful for that reason.
• If detention could / would have been authorised post-appeal notwithstanding
the application of this policy, only nominal damages payable.
• The first instance judgment of Lewis J in PN (Uganda) v SSHD [2019] EWHC
1616 (Admin) at [119]-[125] is a helpful illustration of the application of DA4 in
practice.

The Detention Action cases
• Lord Chancellor v Detention Action [2015] WLR 5341 (DA6)
– CA upholding High Court finding that the Fast Track Rules 2014, which governed
appeals to the FTT in DFT cases were unlawful.
– Dyson LJ: “the time limits are so tight as to make it impossible for there to be a fair
hearing of appeals in a significant number of cases… The system is therefore
structurally unfair and unjust. The scheme does not adequately take account of the
complexity and difficulty of many asylum appeals, the gravity of the issues that are raised
by them and the measure of the task that faces legal representatives in taking
instructions from their clients who are in detention.”

Post-Detention Action
• Litigation since the DA cases has focussed on the implications of DA6, and
the circumstances in which a decision of the FTT in a DFT appeal should be
set aside or quashed.
• This is of critical importance, both

– (a) in relation to the applicant’s protection claim, and
– (b) as regards the legality of detention. If there is an error of law in a
decision upon which a detention decision is predicated, the detention itself
is unlawful: DN (Rwanda) v SSHD [2020] 2 WLR 611

Post-Detention Action
• Subsequent to DA6, the President of the FTT adopted a practice of setting aside decisions
taken under the 2014 Rules on grounds of procedural impropriety under Rule 32 of those
Rules on a fact-insensitive basis.
– Arguably wrong to do so on current state of the law – see TN (Vietnam) (following slides),
albeit pending SC case may change this.

– Whether a set-aside order under Rule 32 made without consideration of the facts
retrospectively renders detention unlawful remains to be determined. Recent County
Court case (Ali v Home Office) held not. May be resolved by TN (Vietnam) in SC.
• Issue remained as to whether the conclusions in DA6 applied to the (materially identical)
2005 Fast Track Rules.

Post-Detention Action
• TN (Vietnam) & US (Pakistan) v SSHD [2017] 1 WLR 2595 (Ouseley J)
– The analysis in DA6 did apply to the 2005 Fast Track Rules, but
– It does not follow that every DFT appeal decision must be quashed.
– A decision would only be quashed if unfair and this was in interests of
justice
– Application to be made to the FTT

Post-Detention Action
• TN (Vietnam) & US (Pakistan) v SSHD [2018] EWCA Civ 2838
– Appeal against Ouseley J in the High Court
– No challenge to finding that 2005 Rules unlawful
– CA agreed with Ouseley J that unlawfulness of Rules did not lead to every
appeal decided under the 2005 Rules being unlawful. Decision turned on
facts of each case

Post-Detention Action
•

TN (Vietnam) & US (Pakistan) v SSHD [2018] EWCA Civ 2838 (contd)
– Singh LJ at [103]; non-exhaustive list of factors to take into account when deciding whether or not
to quash:
• (1) A high degree of fairness is required in this context.
• (2) What the Court of Appeal said in DA6 should be borne in mind: that the 2005 Rules created
an unacceptable risk of unfairness in a significant number of cases. Depending on the facts it
may be that the case which the court is considering is one of those cases.

Post-Detention Action
•

TN (Vietnam) & US (Pakistan) v SSHD [2018] EWCA Civ 2838 (contd)
• (3) There is no presumption that the procedure was fair or unfair. It is necessary to consider
whether there was a causal link between the risk of unfairness that was created by the 2005
Rules and what happened in the particular case before the court.
• (4) It should also be borne in mind that finality in litigation is important. There may be a need to
ask how long the delay was after the appeal decision was taken before any complaint was
made about the fairness of the procedure. There may also need to be an examination of what
steps were taken, and how quickly, to adduce the evidence that is later relied on (for example
medical evidence) and whether it can fairly be said that in truth those further steps were taken
for other reasons, such as a later decision by the Secretary of State to set removal directions.
This may suggest that there is no causal link between the risk of unfairness that was created by
the 2005 Rules and what happened in the particular case before the court.

Post-Detention Action
• TN (Vietnam) & US (Pakistan) v SSHD [2018] EWHC 3546 (Admin)
– Following judgment of Ouseley J, TN and US applied to FTT for their DFT
determinations to be set aside. FTT held it had no jurisdiction. TN and US
judicially reviewed that decision.

– Divisional Court held that the correct venue for a challenge to the DFT
determination was the Administrative Court, not the FTT.

Post-Detention Action
• Hameed v SSHD [2019] EWCA Civ 456
– Appeal from HHJ Thornton sitting in the High Court
– Finding that FTT decision unlawful solely because made under the 2005
Rules set aside, following TN (Vietnam)

Post-Detention Action
• PN (Uganda) v SSHD [2019] EWHC 1616 (Admin)
– 2005 Rules case challenging (1) lawfulness of FTT appeal determination, (2) detention
and (3) removal.
– Lewis J held
• FTT determination unlawful as claimant had not had sufficient time to obtain
necessary evidence of lesbian relationships outside UK (i.e. the truncated timescales
in the 2005 Rules had caused prejudice on the particular facts of her case)
• FTT decision quashed so remained outstanding. SSHD ordered to bring PN back to
the UK.
• Detention unlawful from refusal of asylum claim until appeal rights exhausted, but not
thereafter, as SSHD entitled to rely on appeal decision.

Post-Detention Action
• PN (Uganda) v SSHD [2020] EWCA Civ 1213 (Court of Appeal)
– Overturned conclusion that detention lawful after PN was appeal rights exhausted:
[86] In my judgment the public law failures in this case, being the unlawful 2005 DFT
Rules and the unfair FTT proceedings which were quashed by the judge, were relevant
to and bore upon the decision to detain PN after [PN became appeal rights exhausted
on] 10 September 2013. This was because PN was being detained following the
conclusion of the FTT proceedings which have been quashed. In those circumstances
the detention from 10 September 2013 to 12 December 2013 was unlawful because,
properly analysed, there had been no determination in the FTT and it would not be
possible to complete such a determination within a reasonable period of time..

Post-Detention Action
• Ali v Home Office (BAILII)
– HHJ Baucher in Central London County Court
– Considers and rejects argument that a set-aside order under Rule 32 of
the 2014 Rules means prior detention unlawful absent a finding of
unfairness.

Post-Detention Action
• Pending: TN (Vietnam) in the Supreme Court. Per SC website:
This appeal concerns the legal consequences of a ruling that the Asylum and
Immigration Tribunal (Fast Track Procedure) Rules 2005 (the 2005 Rules) were ultra
vires. The UKSC is asked to decide:
1.Are individual appeal decisions taken under the 2005 Rules automatically a nullity?
2.If not, what is the correct approach to take when considering applications to quash or
set aside appeal decisions taken under the 2005 Rules?
3.Was there procedural unfairness on the facts of TN's case?

CONCLUSIONS
• Potential avenues of challenge to DFT detention:
– Failure to make appropriate / sufficient enquiries at screening stage
– Unsustainable conclusion that case suitable for DFT (too complex, time
needed for expert / medical evidence / locating witnesses / etc)
– Unsustainable conclusion that applicant unsuitable for DFT (evidence of
torture / mental illness / etc). DA1 particularly helpful on this, and see also
Zafar v SSHD [2016] EWHC 1217 (Admin)

CONCLUSIONS
• Potential avenues of challenge to DFT detention (contd):
– Unfair appeals process
– Detention unlawful because predicated upon the outcome of an appeal decision that was
unlawful and has been quashed.

• If quashed because of a finding that unfair, then it will follow detention unlawful
• If set aside under Rule 32 without considering facts, it may be that case-specific
unfairness has to be demonstrated (see Ali, but this is yet to be authoritatively
determined).

VENUE
•

Need to give careful thought to venue:
– If appeal decision already set aside or quashed then claim for damages for false imprisonment in
County Court or QBD
– If appeal decision still extant and case decided under 2005 Rules, the case must be brought in
Administrative Court as an out of time JR.

– If case decided under the 2014 Rules and decision still extant, appropriate route may be an
application to FTT followed by claim in County Court or QBD.
– Hybrid claims (e.g. a claim raising both conventional grounds of challenge such as Hardial Singh
and also requiring a quashing order) will require careful thought as to venue and timing.

IMMIGRATION CONSIDERATIONS
• Implications of the authorities go beyond detention:
– A person who was removed following an unfair appeal in the DFT may be entitled to an
order that they be returned to the UK (see PN (Uganda))
– If an appeal determination is quashed the appeal remains outstanding and the DFT
decision will not be the “starting point” (per Devaseelan) at the rehearing.

Thank you for listening
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